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Abstract
Why do counterinsurgency (COIN) tactics reduce insurgent violence in some areas,
but not others? Existing research suggests COIN is more effective when security forces
have enough information necessary to detect and capture potential insurgents. While
existing literature links COIN effectiveness to the quantity of information, it has not
paid the same due attention to the quality of information. I develop and test an argument that suggests security forces condition their efforts based on beliefs about who
is an insurgent fighter, but poor quality information makes it harder to calibrate the
necessary level and direction of effort to take. Poor legibility moderates COIN effectiveness in reducing insurgent violence. I test this prediction using original micro-level
incident data from British military situation reports during the Malayan Emergency.
I estimate how varying degrees of legibility about insurgent fighters across districts
impacted insurgent violence. The results advance understanding about information
problems and COIN effectiveness.
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Introduction

Why do counterinsurgency (COIN) efforts reduce insurgent violence in some areas, but not
others?1 During the U.S. wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, security forces stabilized some areas
more than others. While increased troops numbers led insurgent violence to fall in places like
Afghanistan’s Kandahar Province, the opposite outcome arose in neighboring Helmand.2 In
Iraq, troop surges had a greater independent effect in areas like Kirkuk and Baghdad than in
areas like Anbar Province, where local resistance was more organized (Condra and Shapiro,
2012; Biddle, Friedman, and Shapiro, 2012). Beyond these theaters, there is evidence of
sub-national variation in insurgent violence occurred in Vietnam (Kalyvas and Kocher, 2009;
Kocher, Pepinsky, and Kalyvas, 2011), Colombia (Daly, 2012; Vargas, 2012), and Pakistan
(Blair et al., 2013; Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2015; Fair et al., 2018).
Existing explanations suggest these patterns of violence are largely a function of an
insurgent organization’s capabilities and control (Weinstein, 2006; Kalyvas, 2006; Wood,
2010; Wood, 2014a). To combat this, security forces employ kinetic tactics like arrests,
seizures, assaults, and clashes to reduce the number of insurgent fighters and supporters
fueling violence. Whether these actions degrade an insurgent’s capabilities and control often
depend on underlying intelligence assessments that help inform the scale and scope of COIN
tactics (Lyall, 2009; Zhukov, 2017; Berman, Felter, et al., 2018; Dell and Querubin, 2018).
Larger insurgencies require larger responses and vice versa. However, even if security forces
have large amounts of information, this intelligence may not be actionable, reducing its
impact.
I argue that COIN efforts to reduce insurgent violence can vary across areas because
of poor legibility surrounding insurgent support.3 Security forces depend on intelligence
1

I define counterinsurgency as a comprehensive politico-military approach to defeat and degrade an insurgency’s capacity to conduct violent attacks. Insurgent violence refers to the attacks carried out by organized
violent non-state actors in the pursuit of political control.
2
Ackerman, Spencer. “What Surge? Afghanistan’s Most Violent Places Stay Bad, Despite Extra Troops.”
Wired Magazine. 2012. https://www.wired.com/2012/08/afghanistan-violence-helmand/
3
I define legibility as an insurgent supporter’s relative visibility and distinctive identification relative to the
large population in which it operates (Mir, 2018; Lewis, 2020).
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assessments to precisely target combatants, but often have differing amounts of uncertainty
– or quality information – about who is supporting an insurgency at any given point and
time. A security force conditions its efforts based on its beliefs about who is involved in
an insurgency, but varying intelligence challenges can make it harder to identify insurgent
supporters. This leads to a higher likelihood of misdirected force. I outline three mechanisms
by which misdirected force can undercut attempts to remove insurgent supporters and reduce
insurgent violence. In short, this logic predicts that intelligence quality moderates the
effectiveness of COIN tactics on insurgent violence.
I test this logic using an original micro-level dataset on British situation reports during
the Malayan Emergency. The insurgent Communist Party of Malaya organization was
distinctive in its targeted recruitment of fighters from the Malaysian Chinese community.
This ethnic profiling means there is measurable variation in the legibility of Chinese insurgent
forces relative to the general district population where they operated. Districts with a
larger population proportion of Malaysian Chinese are associated with greater uncertainty
about whom is a potential insurgent fighter than in areas where relatively few Malyasian
Chinese lived. In other words, British tactics aimed at removing CPM fighters had a
higher probability of targeting noncombatants in less legible areas and having little effect on
insurgent violence. I estimate how lower levels of insurgent legibility shape the effectiveness of
British kinetic tactics (e.g. insurgent captures, surrenders, and kills) in preventing insurgent
violence. I find that British kinetic tactics in districts with a higher percentage of Chinese not
only failed to substantively reduce violence, but often worsened it. This provides suggestive
evidence that the quality of intelligence matters as much as the amount of intelligence.
This paper makes both theoretical and empirical contributions to counterinsurgency
research. Theoretically, it advances a growing literature on information-centric COIN (Berman
and Matanock, 2015; Mir, 2018; Berman, Felter, et al., 2018). It sharpens understanding
about the relevant mechanisms linking intelligence to insurgent violence by showing how
the quality of information matters in shaping tactical precision. Empirically, it introduces
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microlevel data from the Malayan Emergency which enhances historical analyses of the
conflict with a new degree empirical rigor (Nagl, 2005; Bennett, 2009; Hazelton, 2017).
In the rest of this paper, I outline existing explanations about patterns of insurgent
violence and key limits to these approaches. I then develop and test an alternative argument
about insurgent legibility which I test through an in-depth case study of the Malayan
Emergency. The paper concludes with opportunities for future research.

2

Existing Explanations

Over the last two decades, an explosion in microlevel incident data and empirical innovations
shed new insight into patterns of insurgent violence (Berman and Matanock, 2015). Early
research explained these patterns as a function of insurgent capabilities. Insurgencies with
more recruits, supporters, or resources are able to conduct more attacks because they have
the means to do so (Weinstein, 2006; Kalyvas, 2006; Wood, 2010; Wood, 2014b). Other
work challenges the absence of the state in these explorations. Instead, it focuses on a more
dynamic model of insurgent violence which analyzes the strategic interactions between the
state, an insurgent enemy, and a target population. Insurgent violence rises when COIN
is less effective and vice versa. A central dilemma underscoring this relationship is the
identification problem (Zedong, 1961; Kalyvas, 2006). The identification problem emerges
because insurgents do not wear uniforms or other discernible markers, which makes it hard
to differentiate between combatants and noncombatants. Solving this identification problem
often requires large amounts of time and intelligence to reduce uncertainty about who is and
is not involved in an insurgency. Given this challenge, security forces often take one of two
approaches to target insurgent fighters: indiscriminate versus discriminate tactics.
Some security forces use indiscriminate tactics because it does not require differentiation;
units simply ignore the identification problem and direct force against all residents in a
given area. Indiscriminate violence reduces insurgent violent in some areas, but not others
depending on how a target population responds to state and insurgent violence (Toft and
3

Zhukov, 2012; Zhukov, 2017; Schubiger, 2021). When security forces indiscriminately target
both combatants and noncombatants, these tactics can sometimes deter future violence
and reduce local support for insurgents living in a given territory (Lyall, 2009). However,
indiscriminate violence can also backfire by harming noncombatants, radicalizing moderates
and incentivizing a target population to shift its support towards an insurgency (Kocher,
Pepinsky, and Kalyvas, 2011; Condra and Shapiro, 2012; Sullivan, 2016; Rozenas and
Zhukov, 2019).
Other security forces avoid this risk using more discriminate force. This information-centric
approach argues that units can solve the identification problem by collecting sufficient
amounts of intelligence to discern who is an enemy combatant and selectively remove insurgent
supporters (Berman and Matanock, 2015; Berman, Felter, et al., 2018). Cash transfers,
foreign assistance, and other types of employment opportunities can incentivize civilians to
provide more tips to security forces and increase intelligence (Berman, Shapiro, and Felter,
2011; Sexton, 2016; Johnston and Sarbahi, 2016; Khanna and Zimmermann, 2017). Cell
phone networks and other communication technologies can also increase opportunities for
tips and information-sharing because it provides a greater degree of anonymity and lowers
the barriers to communication (Shapiro and Weidmann, 2015; Shapiro and Siegel, 2015;
Shaver and Shapiro, 2021). When there are opportunities for more information acquisition,
insurgent violence tends to fall.
While the information-centric COIN framework creates a solid foundation to evaluate
COIN effectiveness, two gaps in this research remain. First, this framework assumes that
maximizing the quantity of information available to guide tactical decisions. However, there
is less consideration of the quality of this information. Even if units have large amounts
of information, the information may be poor, obsolete, or inactionable (Dahl, 2005; Jervis,
2010; Dahl, 2013). A second limit is the assumption that units can reduce uncertainty
and improve the quality of intelligence via learning. However, security forces may struggle
to learn due to insurgent adaptation, troop rotations, and slow resource acquisition times.
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This can undercut security forces ability to improve their COIN prowess over time. To
address these gaps, the next sections develop and test an alternative argument about how
legibility can impede COIN efforts to reduce insurgent violence.

3

Theory

I argue COIN tactics reduce insurgent violence in some areas, but not others due to the
varying legibility of insurgent supporters. This paper builds on work in the state repression
literature that argues less legible populations are harder to monitor and collect information
about (Scott, 1998; Lee and Zhang, 2017; Blaydes, 2018; Mir, 2018; Lewis, 2020). A COIN
unit condition its efforts based on its beliefs about an insurgency’s expected strength, but
several intelligence problems can thwart this approach by making it harder to identify
and selectively target efforts against prospective supporters. Security forces often have
varying levels of confidence in their intelligence about whom to target due to local mistrust,
insurgent organizational strategies, and military institution procedures. These challenges
make it harder to ensure arrests, surrenders, and casualties affect combatants and not
noncombatants.
This paper conceptualizes insurgent conflict as a contest between the state and a non-state
enemy over political control (Tullock, 1980; Hirshleifer, 1991; Hirshleifer, 1994). To win the
contest the state must undermine the enemy’s ability to use force. It can accomplish this
by dedicating time, resources, and personnel to capture fighters, weapons, and undercut the
enemy’s capabilities on the battlefield. To this end, COIN is effective when it reduces levels
of insurgent violence in a given area. This section reviews challenges to quality intelligence
and how these can undercut the effectiveness of COIN tactics.
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3.1

Intelligence and Legibility Challenges

Collecting information about an insurgency’s expected strength is very difficult. Various
challenges about whom supports an insurgency makes it hard to identify supporters with any
great precision, which consequently increases the likelihood of misdirected force. Security
forces are likely to face three sources of uncertainty about the expected strength of an
insurgency. These sources of uncertainty can vary across areas which increases the likelihood
of continued insurgent violence in some locations, but not others.
Problem of Local Trust. The first challenge to quality intelligence collection is local
willingness to provide tips. Outsiders face the challenge of establishing trust with the local
population in order to convince them to provide good information. Security forces may be
unfamiliar with the local population, politics, or terrain when they arrive to combat violence.
To improve understanding, security forces may hold meetings with local leaders or prominent
individuals. They may conduct patrols to improve their visibility of a given area. Or they
may provide public goods to signal their willingness to aid residents. However, while these
efforts may result in tips, the information received may be poor for two reasons.
First, security forces may struggle to verify the accuracy of this information. Even if
forces collect tips on where insurgent fighters operate, it can be hard to discern whether that
information is truthful or precise. Early on during the war in Afghanistan, for example, a
rumor spread across provinces that U.S. forces were only occupying the country to find Al
Qaeda. The U.S. would leave once they captured Osama bin Laden. Consequently, “locals
only told U.S. officials what they wanted to hear” (Interview with Defense Official A 2017).
Locals would lie to security forces about Al Qaeda agents operating in neighboring districts
to appease security forces. The problem worsened when local warlords “began manufacturing
intelligence for international officials to get us to target local rivals” (Interview with Defense
Official A 2017). More generally, false intelligence is problematic because it can drive security
forces to focus on the wrong targets and arrest the wrong people. This redirect method
deflects attention away from an insurgency and has little to no effect on reducing insurgent
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capabilities.
Second, there are geographic challenges to collecting precise intelligence, which increase
the risk of an ecological fallacy. Unlike conventional armies, the organizational structure and
strength of insurgent fighters can vary wildly across different regions. Information obtained
in one village may not be generalizable to understand the problem in another area. It
can be hard to draw larger inferences about the magnitude of an insurgency under this
situation. If security forces try to draw conclusions about potential supporters in one village
based on information gathered in another village, there is a risk these generalizations will be
inaccurate. This reinforces the risk of targeting the wrong individuals with kinetic tactics.
Problem of Insurgent Organization. A second challenge is an insurgent’s organizational
strategy. Insurgency may strategically organize against the most likely COIN strategy to
evade detection and destruction (Arreguin-Toft 2001). Access to certain social networks
can increase a group’s capabilities by providing a natural recruitment base and creating a
community where insurgents may blend in with non-combatants to avoid detection more
easily (Staniland, 2014; Larson and Lewis, 2018; Lewis, 2020). Insurgents may be drawn to
recruit from particular sects of society due to pre-existing community ties and trust among
these networks. Insurgents embrace the idea that ‘the guerrilla must move amongst the
people as a fish swims in the sea’ (Zedong, 1961). This results in relative homogeneity
or uniformity among members and the community where they operate. A higher level of
insurgent embeddedness in local networks can worsen legibility. This can make it harder for
outside security forces to precisely identify insurgent supporters.
Even if insurgent fighters were initially hard to identify, a natural solution is for security
forces to collect more information and update their beliefs over time to reduce uncertainty.
However, learning and recalibrating COIN tactics is difficult to achieve because insurgencies
evolve over time.
COIN tactics intended to deter future attacks may fail because they incentivize an
insurgency to innovate and diversify their organizational tactics in order to survive (McAdam,
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1983; Enders and Sandler, 1993; Horowitz, 2010; Horowitz, Perkoski, and Potter, 2018).
Insurgencies often adapt to ongoing circumstances to increase their chances of survival. When
security forces move against a group, an insurgency often responds by going underground or
switching tactics to limit its visibility. This can slow down insurgent losses and provide cover
as an insurgency regroups. For example, when Al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) tried to confront
U.S. forces head on in 2003–2004, it suffered large casualties. In 2005, AQI converted to
using irregular tactics and diversifying their bases of support across Iraq in order to avoid
direct confrontation. AQI experimented with new Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs)
and moved senior leadership off the battlefield to avoid further casualties. In short, fears
of future engagements with security forces spurred AQI to adapt. This allowed AQI to
continue staging violent attacks. Even though security forces had quality information, they
still struggled to gain an upper hand in the larger contest.
Problem of Military Institutions. A final challenge to collecting good intelligence has
to do with military institutional norms and procedures. Beyond insurgent organizational
adaptation, security forces often struggle to collect and act on good intelligence due to
institutional constraints. Specifically, three constraints undermine the development and
implementation of effective responses: troop rotations, slow resource acquisition times, and
a reliance on metrics.
One constraint on quality intelligence are institutional procedures governing troop rotations.
When new people come in, they need to spend time rebuilding relationships, learning local
practices, and acquiring an understanding of local insurgency dynamics. In many cases,
units cycle in and out of particular areas every few months to avoid battlefield fatigue. Troop
rotations can both undercut local trust-building efforts and reduce insurgent legibility. There
can be a loss of institutional memory during these troop rotations. New soldiers may also
unravel progress made by engaging in aggressive behavior, ostracizing locals and hardening
resistance to giving tips. These problems can delay the acquisition of good intelligence or
fuel local mistrust.
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In addition to troop rotations, a related constraint to acquiring quality information is
slow resource acquisition. Insurgencies often change faster than security forces can collect
and act on new information. Since an insurgency is often smaller, more flexible, and familiar
with local resources, it can change its tactics far quicker than the military. The challenge
here is that intelligence may be outdated by the time security forces collect and develop an
approach to act on this information. The processes currently used to adopt new technologies
into existing operational procedures are overburdened by bureaucracy. There is a concern
that this framework is obsolete and overly cumbersome.4 Without the quick adoption of
new technologies or flexibility to innovate on the ground, it is hard to remain competitive
with non-state actor adaptations. For example, counter-UAS technology is seen as largely
ineffective to counter unmanned systems because non-state actors adopt and use newer,
more sophisticated technology faster than security forces can adapt. Delayed access to new
technologies and norms discouraging bottom-up innovation can impede a security force’s
ability to detect insurgent supporters in a timely manner.
Security forces often use metrics like arrests, strikes, or targeted kills to inform beliefs
about whether insurgency strength is changing. Growing numbers of arrests or kills can
create a perception of measurable progress. Flat or declining numbers can create a perception
an insurgency is strengthening. However, these metrics are often imprecise measurements
of changing capabilities. A security force can engender a false sense of confidence that an
insurgency is weakening. It may overlook other warning signs or reallocate resources away
from areas where the numbers look good to reinforce other areas.
Evidence from the British Iraq Inquiry Report assessing errors in British military strategy
shows how metrics can fuel a false impression of insurgent strength. A de-classified Joint
Intelligence Committee memorandum from July 2, 2003 reported on the security situation
following a wave of attacks against British soldiers. The report assessed that “for now, the
activities of the various anti-coalition groups are largely uncoordinated. There is a good
4

Robert Bailey.
“Rapid, Smart, and Flexible Acquisition.” Ideas and Issues (Acquisition).
Marine Corps Gazette.
2020.
https://mca-marines.org/wp-content/uploads/
Rapid-Smart-and-Flexible-Acquisition.pdf
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chance that links between groups will grow stronger, making them more effective. However
they could also become rivals, competing for recruits and resources.” The Ministry of Defense
conceded intelligence was “patchy,” but the attacks were “coincidental” and concluded “we
continue to assess that we have the right size and shape of forces to do the job” (Iraq Inquiry
Vol. 7, Section 9.2, p. 232-236). This meant British security forces were caught relatively
unprepared as the insurgency grew larger and started conducing more sophisticated attacks.
Beyond Iraq, metrics contributed to U.S. strategists belief that troops in Afghanistan were
far more effective in removing insurgent fighters than they were in reality. Security metrics
indicated Afghanistan’s stability situation was good and exceeding Defense Department
expectations. In 2003-2004, the Afghan government trained and incorporated thousands
of new Afghan National Army (ANA) and Afghan National Police (ANP) (Livingston and
O’Hanlon 2015). Presidential elections in 2004 went smoothly and resulted in Hamid Karzai
taking control.One senior official working during the Administration joked that trends in
Afghanistan were so positive, they wanted to know where they could find an “Iraqi Karzai”
to replicate the same success in Iraq (Interview with Senior Official A 2017). Yet larger
problems loomed as “everyone was focused on the wrong metrics” (Interview with Military
Officer B 2017). In 2003 and 2004, scattered reports of insurgent violence began to increase.
However, “to the extent people were raising red flags, it was dismissed as an odd local
issue. It was just one negative data point among what they saw as a huge swath of positive
data points” (Interview with Military Officer B 2017). An intelligence analyst working on
Afghanistan at the time remembered that “people would say [the violence] was manageable,
but it was clear there was a high degree of bounded awareness” (Interview with Intelligence
Officer A 2017). Because trends in security metrics indicated more insurgent fighters being
captured, surrendering, or dying, it seemed implausible that these efforts were having no
effect on insurgent violence. Metrics clouded analyses of available intelligence, leading to
noisy and inadequate responses.
These challenge to quality intelligence collection mean security forces often have a poor
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understanding of who is an insurgent supporter at any given point and time. Poor intelligence
undercuts attempts to accurately direct force against combatants and remove fighters from
the battlefield. When these efforts falter, insurgent violence persists.

3.2

Implications for COIN Effectiveness

Imprecise intelligence assessments render COIN tactics less effective because security forces
are unsure about the necessary scale, scope, and direction of selective force. Units face a
trade-off between waiting to acquire more information to reduce uncertainty and acting on
existing information. If a unit waits too long, then it may acquire more precise intelligence
and improve the legibility of insurgent supporters, but delay might also allow more violence
to erupt in the interim. If a unit acts on existing information, then it risks misdirected force.
Imprecision results in less actionable intelligence for military commanders. While units
may know where an insurgency operates in a given district, they do not know who is a
combatant and who is not. This increases the costs to implementing COIN operations
because military commanders require additional patrols, cordons, or sweeps to ascertain
requisite intelligence.
The null hypothesis is that insurgent violence is higher in some areas because security
forces do not take any action. An inadequate state presence means insurgencies operate
openly and are not deterred from using violence. In contrast, if strategic interactions matter,
then insurgent violence should prompt a commensurate COIN response. When insurgent
violence occurs, a unit reacts by arresting, capturing, killing, or engaging rebel forces.
hypothesis 1: Insurgent violence should increase the likelihood of COIN response.
Even if security forces increase the number of COIN tactics employed against an insurgency,
the consequences of these actions can vary. Local mistrust, insurgent visibility, and over-confidence
in metrics can create a false impression that a military unit is making progress in an area.
This predicts that security operations should increase in response to insurgent violence.
Poor legibility may fail to curb insurgent violence for three reasons. First, security forces
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may underestimate the scale and scope of an insurgency’s presence in a given area. If units
believe the insurgency is weaker in a given area due to metrics, underground insurgent
organizations, or slow resource acquisition, then they may not dedicate enough effort to
combat the threat. This means that security forces do not arrest enough fighters to deter
future attacks. A second mechanism suggests poor quality intelligence means that insurgent
fighters are less legible in a given population. If units rely on low-quality intelligence, then
there is a higher likelihood of misdirected force, which does not accurately target combatants.
Misdirected force can fail to capture relevant insurgents, allowing violence to continue. Poor
quality intelligence means that insurgent fighters are less legible in a given population. If
units rely on low-quality intelligence, then there is a higher likelihood of misdirected force.
A final mechanism draws on existing research about the risks of indiscriminate violence. If
poor legibility leads to a higher likelihood of misdirected force, then there is a higher risk
that it harms noncombatants. This can potentially ostracize a local population’s support
for the government and increase the insurgent’s relative strength in an area.
These three mechanisms all have a similar observable implication. Namely, Intelligence
quality should moderate the effect of COIN activity on insurgent violence. In areas where
insurgent fighters are more legible, COIN activities can more precisely target insurgent
supporters to degrade a threat. In areas where insurgent fighters are less legible, COIN
activities may have no effect or even worsen insurgent violence.
hypothesis 2: Intelligence quality should moderate the effect of security operations
on insurgent violence.
I test these predictions using an original set of incident data from the Malayan Emergency.
The next section explains how I collected this data and operationalized COIN activities,
violence, and insurgent legibility.
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4

Research Design and Data

This paper explores the relationship between intelligence quality and insurgent violence
through the case of the Malayan Emergency (1948-1960). The Malayan Emergency was
unique in that the main insurgent organization – the Communist Party of Malaya (CPM) –
principally recruited from one ethnic group: the Malaysian Chinese. Since the prevalence of
the Malaysian Chinese population varied across districts, this lends itself to natural variation
across areas in the perceived legibility of CPM fighters relative to the district population as a
whole. I use this information to examine the differential effects of COIN tactics on insurgent
violence.

4.1

Measuring Insurgency and Counterinsurgency Incidents

The British National Archives has declassified thousands of pages of military files on the
Malaya Emergency. In these military files, the Foreign Commonwealth Office (FCO) and
Colonial Offices (CO) saved Weekly Situation Reports (SITREPs) sent by British military
commanders in the field. These reports recorded detailed statistics of insurgent and COIN
activity for multiple districts on the Malayan Peninsula in 1950. I go through these reports
to code incident data for each of the 12 main districts.
In each SITREP, local British commanders summarized information about key insurgency
and COIN activity in their area of responsibility. Local security forces sent these reports to
regional headquarters in Singapore, who then delivered this information to the London FCO
for COIN planning and assessment. Figure 1 shows sample documents of these reports.
Insurgent metrics include the number of “bandit” attacks as well as the number of civilian
and police (military) killed or wounded by these attacks. Over time, the reports expanded to
included additional statistics like the number of village attacks, plantation attacks, vehicle
holds-ups, railway sabotages, and trains shot at. Detailed write-ups often accompanied these
metrics to help contextualize stability operations in a given area.
I measure insurgent violence by creating a count variable of the number of insurgent
13

Figure 1: Sample Incident Reports and Metrics, 1950
(b) Summary Weekly Situation
Report

(a) Summary Monthly Situation Report

attacks (numattacks). As secondary measures, I also count the number of people killed
(numfatal) or wounded (numwounded) by insurgent attacks. I focus on COIN tactics
which remove insurgent fighters from the battlefield that could otherwise conduct attack.
Table 1 summarizes this data. The mean number of weekly attacks in a given district
is approximately 11. There is evidence that civilians tended to be harmed by this violence
more than security forces did.
Table 1: Insurgent Violence Summary Statistics
Statistic
numattacks
numwounded
numfatal
numcivilianswounded
numciviliansfatal
numpolicewounded
numpolicefatal

N

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Median

Max

352
400
400
400
400
400
400

11.36
1.552
1.992
0.99
1.45
0.56
0.55

13.77
3.19
3.08
2.61
2.31
1.36
1.44

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6.0
0
1.0
0
0
0
0

101.0
32.0
25.0
32.0
16.0
10
13.0

There is interesting cross-sectional and cross-temporal variation in insurgent activity
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(Figure 2). The dashed line captures the mean value of attacks across all districts. Perak
was the initial hot spot of insurgent violence, but incidents also occurred in high numbers
in Johor, Pahang, and Selangor. This subnational variation in violence helps illustrate this
paper’s main research puzzle.
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Figure 2: District Variation in Insurgent Attacks, 1950

Date

SITREPs also reported key metrics on COIN operations. This included the number of
insurgents captured, killed, or surrendered. British officials collected less consistent data on
the number of weapons seized and number of insurgent camps discovered. To measure COIN
effectiveness, I focus on security force tactics that reduce the number of insurgent supporters
in an area (insurgentsremoved). This is an aggregate measure which records the number
of insurgents captured, killed, or surrendered. As a robustness check, I also examine these
individual component measures and find similar results. Table 2 summarizes information on
COIN activity.
Figure 3 shows variation in COIN activity. Similar to before, the dashed line represents
the mean number of insurgents arrested across all districts. During the Emergency, the
number of insurgents captured by security forces varied. It did not always correlate to
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Table 2: COIN Summary Statistics
Statistic
insurgentscaptured
insurgentskilled
insurgentssurrendered
insurgentsremoved

N

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Median

Max

312
312
304
321

0.59
1.34
0.33
2.13

2.61
2.03
0.94
3.80

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1.0

35.0
12.0
11.0
39.0

districts with the most activity. COIN units captured a higher number of insurgents in
Negeri Sembilan and Selangor, but recorded fewer arrests in the areas with higher activity
like Perak and Pahang. Overall, these reports provide a unique set of data on COIN activity.
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Figure 3: District Variation in Insurgents Captured, 1950
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4.2

Measuring Intelligence Quality and Legibility

This paper’s main intervention in existing debates on COIN effectiveness is that intelligence
quality matters inasmuch as quantity. To code quality, I consider how much uncertainty
local British commanders were likely to have in their district estimates of insurgent fighters.
I use data from the 1947 British Malaya Census to record key demographic information
16

across these provinces. The 1947 census took place the year before the Malaya Emergency
erupted and provides a relatively good snapshot of the ethnic population distribution prior
to violence.
The census recorded information about the total number of residents in each district as
well as the ethnic make-up of each district. Full summary statistics are in Table 3.
Table 3: Demographic Data Summary Statistics
Statistic
totalpop
totalchinesepop
totalmalechinesepop
pctchinese
chinesepercap

N

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Median

Max

416
416
416
416
416

479,343.4
188,583.8
104,657.0
0.35
20.59

266,282.8
159,519.0
87,493.47
0.17
19.53

225,996
15,864
9,507
0.05
1.22

358,120
105,867.5
60,917.5
0.42
17.79

953,938
444,509
242,594
0.51
57.78

Malaysia is characterized by a multi-ethnic population. Malaysia has several distinct
ethnic populations composed of Malaysian Chinese (23%), Malaysian Muslims (55%), indigenous
Malays (orang asli) (14%), and Malaysian Indian (7%). This demographic differences mean
there are district-level differences in the relative population density and prevalence of Chinese
populations. I use these differences as a proxy for the legibility of potential CPM fighters
relative to the Chinese population.
I operationalize intelligence quality based on the relative percentage of Chinese living in a
given district (pctchinese). The central assumption is that areas with a higher proportion
of Chinese residents are less legible because it was harder for British units to differentiate
between potential Chinese CPM fighters and Chinese noncombatants. This increased the
likelihood of misdirected force. This measure could pose a threat to inference if we expect
that Chinese moved outside their districts between 1947 and 1950. This means we would
potentially underestimate or overestimate the legibility of a given population. This would
bias results depending on the direction of these moves. However, while some residents may
have moved, it is unlikely there was a substantial exodus before the SITREPs. There is
relatively consistent numbers between this census and other census. Further, the Malayan
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Emergency caused security forces to impose new barriers on travel, which limited the ability
to move around the country as the insurgency ramped up.
I also measure the logged number of Chinese residents per square kilometer to control for
population density (lnchinesepercap). This is important if we think that the raw number
of Chinese in a given district is correlated both with information quality, but also the number
of incidents. The correlation between population density prevalence and Chinese percentage
is 0.58.
Figure 4: District Census Data of British Malaya, 1947
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Figure 4 maps the census-level estimates from 1947 for Chinese population density and
Chinese population percentage. The areas with the largest proportion of Chinese residents
were Selangor, Johor, and Perak where they made up approximately 40% of the total
population. In contrast, districts like Malacca were much more diverse despite having a
relatively higher concentration of Chinese residents per square kilometer.
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5

Empirics

I test the relationship between intelligence quality and insurgent violence using an original
micro-level dataset of military operations during the Malaya Emergency. This section uses
military SITREPs to explore what types of intelligence challenges security forces encountered
and how these challenge shaped COIN effectiveness.

5.1

Background on the Malaya Emergency

The Malayan Emergency began in June 1948 when the Communist Party of Malaya (CPM)
attacked a rubber plantation in Perak district, known as the Sungai Siput incident. Coordinated
attacks against additional rubber plantations in the district led British colonial authorities
to soon designate an “emergency” in the area, a veiled recognition of a full-blown insurgency.
Over the next decade, the CPM insurgency battled British forces both for Malayan independence
from colonial rule and the institution of a communist government (Stockwell, 2006; Bennett,
2009). The Malayan Emergency resulted in the imprisonment of up to one million civilians
in internment camps as well as the death of at least 2000 British colonial soldiers and nearly
7000 CPM fighters (Nagl, 2005; Dixon, 2009).
The CPM formed in 1930, but rose to prominence during World War II as an anti-Japanese
resistance force. A unique feature of the CPM organization was its targeted recruitment of
the Malaysia Chinese population. The leader Chin Peng was Malaysian Chinese. He was
born in Perak, and radicalized, in part, by the Anti-Enemy Backing Up Society, which
opposed the Japanese invasion of Manchuria. He joined the CPM in 1940 and quickly rose
through the ranks, growing the movement as he ascended (Stockwell, 2006).
After World War II, the CPM shifted its attention from expelling Japanese forces to
British forces. Members began organizing a concerted effort to forcibly displace the British
and call for independence. Local mistrust between Malaysians and British forces emerged as
an early intelligence challenge. In 1948, British authorities failed to anticipate then adapt
to the growing insurgency in Malaysia (Bennett, 2009). Declassified intelligence assessments
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from the Colonial Office and Law and Order offices recorded the chaos. In the months
leading up to the insurgency, security forces were relatively nonplussed by the prospect of
an insurgency, unprepared, and ultimately caught off guard when the Sungai Siput incident
occurred (CO 537/3751; CO 537/3692; CO 717/170/1; WO 208/3929). Notably, military
forces accidentally encountered insurgent training camps during a patrol in April 1948.
However, the CPM fighters in the camp lied to the patrol about their intentions and why they
had so many small arms lying around. The CPM fighters proclaimed they were vigilante
fighters, looking for communist fighters in the jungle and in alignment with the security
force’s goals. Tactical assessments of the individuals in these camps suggested “they are
strongly anti-communist. . . and not hostile to the British” which led an official in London
to joke that they “should support the band, not suppress it” (WO 208/3929). Another
assessment sent to the Joint Intelligence Committee in London found large deficiencies in
security force information-gathering processes. Units on the ground had “not succeeded in
getting us more than a fraction of the information about the enemy’s strength and plans that
we should like. To quite an extent therefore we are groping in the dark” (CO 537/3692).
Situation intelligence reports from field officers reflected similar problems procuring good
intelligence due to an over-reliance on metrics and slow resource acquisition (CO 717/173/3;
CO 717/173/4). Although the sheer number and sophistication of attacks increased dramatically
from 1948 to 1951, military assessments consistently discounted these reports by suggesting
“we’re doing better than statistics indicate” (CO 717/171/3/14). At the same time, reports
record evidence of evolving insurgency tactics like rubber tree slashing, attacks on police
outposts, or just increasing lethality. Metrics suggested British efforts were reducing insurgent
capabilities and headed in the right direction. Despite these measures, violence reached its
highest levels ever by the end of 1949 (Bennett, 2009). These intelligence problems led to a
re-evaluation and shift in COIN strategy.
In 1950, Harold Briggs introduced a new plan to address the identification problem
and improve insurgent legibility (Nagl, 2005). British leveraged the outward difference in
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appearances between Malaysian Chinese and other Malaysians to improve their precision
of potential insurgent supporters. Under the Briggs Plan, British security forces created
internment camps known as “New Villages”, mandated identification cards, sprayed chemical
defoliants, and used other techniques to improve CPM fighter visibility. “New Villages”
moved Malaysian Chinese into isolated communities to ostensibly better protect noncombatants.
In truth, the logic was that the remaining Chinese operating outside these villages were more
likely to be insurgent supporters. British efforts were more likely to target combatants among
the remaining population and avoid harming noncombatants.
Eventually, COIN efforts began to help British security forces gain an advantage in the
contest. Increased arrests, surrenders, and separation from a potential pool of supporters
reduced food, weapon, and manpower available for the CPM. In 1956, an amnesty program
further reduced the group’s capabilities and led to the defection of many members. After
the British granted Malaya independence in 1957, the group’s principal grievance fell apart
and the insurgency deteriorated.

5.2

Statistical Results

While historical documents illustrate why different collection and analysis challenges undercut
intelligence quality, it is unclear how they affected resulting levels of violence. To more
systematically assess this relationship, I estimate how intelligence quality across districts
affects COIN operations. Since the outcome variable for both hypotheses is a logged count,
I use a series of linear regression models. The unit of analysis is the district-week. I lag
the variable by one week to account for endogeneity concerns between state and non-state
actions. Standard errors are clustered by district to account for province-level heterogeneity.
I include weekly fixed effects to account for temporal shocks that could suddenly increase
levels of violence.
The first set of tests examine whether insurgent violence is associated with a commensurate
increase in COIN activity (Table 4). This is critical to establish that changes in insurgent
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violence are not driven simply by the absence of security force actions, but rather in reaction
to it. The outcome variable is a logged count of the number of insurgent fighters removed
due to COIN arrests, kills, or surrenders. The main independent variable is a count of the
number of insurgent incidents.
The first hypothesis predicts that COIN activity should increase as insurgent activity
increases. Since the dependent variable is a log, the coefficient on numattacks explains
how a one attack increase in a district’s insurgent activity shapes the likelihood security
forces remove an insurgent supporter the following week. A one attack increase corresponded
with a 3% increase in insurgent removal. The results are relatively similar when looking at
how other types of insurgent attacks affect COIN responses. I look at how the number of
fatalities and number wounded by insurgent attacks shapes insurgent removal tactics. For
each additional fatality, the likelihood of an insurgent removal increases 8%. The results
hold when we similarly disaggregate between military and civilian fatalities. Overall, this
provides suggestive evidence that insurgent attacks prompt security forces to react.
The second hypothesis expects that poor intelligence quality should undercut the effectiveness
of these responses. If COIN tactics effectively removed insurgents from the battlefield, then
we would expect higher levels of COIN activity to reduce future insurgent violence. The
insurgency is too weak to sustain its higher levels of violence. However, if security forces
act in poor information environments, then they may inadvertently target noncombatants
rather than combatants.
To test this hypothesis, I estimate whether increasing numbers of arrests, surrenders,
and kills reduce the number of insurgent attacks in a following week (Table 5). The main
outcome variable is the logged number of insurgent attacks in a given district-week; the
main explanatory variable is the district’s Chinese population percentage in 1947. I include
a lagged count of the previous number of incidents so that the main explanatory variables
explain the difference in attacks from week-to-week. I also control for Chinese population
density.
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Table 4: Effect of Insurgent Violence on Number of Insurgent Fighters Removed

numattackst−1
numfataliiest−1
numwoundedt−1

Model 1 Model 2
0.03∗∗∗
(0.01)
0.08∗∗
(0.03)
0.02
(0.03)

numcivilianfatalt−1
numcivilianwoundedt−1
numpolicefatalt−1
numpolicewoundedt−1
Week FE
R2
Adj. R2
Num. obs.
∗∗∗ p

< 0.01;

∗∗ p

Y
0.29
0.18
296

Y
0.23
0.10
297

Model 3

0.08∗∗∗
(0.03)
0.02
(0.04)
0.07∗∗
(0.03)
−0.00
(0.03)
Y
0.23
0.09
297

< 0.05; ∗ p < 0.1 UA is district-week. SE clustered by district

I create an interaction term to measure how changing insurgent legibility – as a function
of the relative Chinese population – changes the effect of arrests and kills. COIN operations
should be negatively correlated with future insurgent attacks when it is relatively easy to
differentiate between potential insurgent fighters and noncombatants.
Table 5 presents the main results. Model 1 is the base model without the interaction. The
coefficient on insurgentsremoved is negative, but not statistically significant. In other
words, there is no discernible effect of COIN activity in reducing future insurgent violence.
The coefficient on pctchinese is positive and statistically significant. A 1% increase in
the district’s relative Chinese percentage is associated with a 4% increase in the number of
insurgent attacks. Controlling for a district’s population density, this is suggestive evidence
that areas with higher Chinese populations were more likely to field insurgent supporters
who could conduct attacks.
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Table 5: Effect of State Responses and Legibility on Insurgent Violence

insurgentsremovedt−1
pctchinese
log(chinesepercap)
insurgentsremovedt−1 x pctchinese

Model 1 Model 2
0.00
−0.20∗∗∗
(0.01)
(0.08)
3.99∗∗∗
4.36∗∗∗
(1.37)
(1.34)
∗∗
−0.32
−0.37∗∗∗
(0.14)
(0.13)
0.46∗∗∗
(0.17)

insurgentsremovedt−1 x log(chinesepercap)
Lagged DV
Week FE
R2
Adj. R2
Num. obs.
∗∗∗ p

< 0.001;

∗∗ p

Y
Y
0.87
0.84
273

Y
Y
0.87
0.84
273

Model 3
−0.05
(0.04)
4.48∗∗∗
(1.47)
−0.38∗∗
(0.15)

0.02∗
(0.01)
Y
Y
0.87
0.84
273

< 0.01; ∗ p < 0.05 SE clustered by district.

Model 2 adds an interaction term to see how the effect of removing insurgents varies as
a function of a district’s Chinese percentage. The coefficient on insurgentsremoved is
negative; it explains the direct effect of insurgent removals on future violence when there
are zero Chinese residents in a district. It suggests removing one insurgent supporter is
associated with a 20% decrease in the likelihood of an insurgent attack the following week.
The negative coefficient is consistent with the logic described above. The odds of arresting a
likely CPM fighter is higher when it is easier to identify potential insurgents. The coefficient
on pctchinese explains the effect of a district’s Chinese population prevalence when there
is no COIN activity in an area. A 1% increase in the district’s Chinese prevalence correlates
with a substantive 300% increase in the likelihood of at least one attack.
The main parameter of interest is how perceived insurgent legibility and COIN activity
interact. The interaction term is positive and statistically significant. This means that as a
district’s Chinese population prevalence increases, removing potential insurgent supporters
has less effect in decreasing violence.
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Figure 5: Marginal Effect of Insurgent Legibility on Future Insurgent Attacks
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Figure 5 plots the marginal effect of legibility on future insurgent violence. It shows how
the estimated number of insurgent attacks varies as a function of the number of insurgents
captured the previous week and the district’s Chinese population. The results show that
areas with higher Chinese populations tend to lead to consistently higher attacks even when
a larger number of insurgents are captured.

5.3

Alternative Explanations and Robustness Checks

I conduct additional robustness checks to ensure the results do not change due to modeling
or operationalization decisions. I first re-examine Hypothesis 1 to see how insurgent attacks
affect different types of COIN responses (Table 6). The results show that an increase in
insurgent attacks correlate with higher likelihood of COIN activity the following week. While
an increase in insurgent attacks is correlated with more fighters being captured or killed, there
is less evidence insurgent attacks induce more fighters to surrender the following week.
I also assess the robustness of Hypothesis 2 using a raw count of the number of incidents
to see if changing the outcome variable matters. I use alternative measures that just look
at insurgents captured and killed to see if there is variation across results. The results are
consistent.
An alternative explanation might suggest that the effectiveness of British actions is driven
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Table 6: Effect of Insurgent Incidents on Removal Insurgent Fighters

Outcome
numattackst−1
Week FE
R2
Adj. R2
Num. obs.
∗∗∗ p

< 0.001;

∗∗ p

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Model 4
All
Captured Killed Surrendered
∗∗∗
0.03
0.01
0.02∗∗∗
0.00
(0.01)
(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.00)
Y
Y
Y
Y
0.29
0.26
0.28
0.13
0.18
0.15
0.18
0.01
296
288
288
280

< 0.01; ∗ p < 0.05 UA is district-week. SE clustered by district.

by the size of the Chinese population. Insurgencies are naturally stronger in these areas and
harder to degrade despite increased COIN activity. In areas with a higher Chinese population
density, there are more replacements available to take up arms. Removing potential insurgent
supporters has less effect on insurgent violence than in areas with smaller populations. To
test this explanation, I include an interaction term between the population density and
insurgents removed measure in Model 4. If this alternative explanation were correct, then
we would expect to see a negative interaction effect. However, the results suggest population
density is not driving the results. The coefficient sign on the interaction term is positive. A
marginal effect plot in Figure 6 further illustrates this relationship. The number of predicted
insurgent attacks converges to an equilibrium level as the number of insurgents removed
becomes increasingly large. This should mitigate concerns that it is not the potential raw
size of an insurgency driving this outcome so much as information about who fights for an
insurgency.
In sum, the statistical results suggest intelligence quality impacts COIN effectiveness. In
areas where security forces were likely to struggle with the legibility of insurgent fighters,
removal tactics had less stabilization effect.
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Figure 6: Marginal Effect of Population Density on Future Insurgent Attacks
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Conclusion

This paper re-examines an ongoing debate about COIN effectiveness. While it supports
existing information-centric frameworks emphasizing the importance of intelligence, this
paper departs by emphasizing effectiveness depends on the quality, not quantity, of this
information. I highlight several intelligence challenges related to local mistrust, organizational
adaptation, and institutional norms, which can complicate a security force’s attempts to
gather information about prospective insurgent supporters with any great precision. Poor
legibility moderates the effect of COIN tactics to remove fighters from the battlefield because
there is a higher likelihood of misdirected force.

This undermines attempts to reduce

insurgent supporters and carries a higher risk of inadvertently harming noncombatants.
Empirical evidence from the Malayan Emergency suggests that COIN efforts were less likely
to work when security forces operated in poor information environments.
For policy-makers, this results can inform conflict prevention efforts and debates over
how to improve COIN effectiveness. The growing fragility of countries in the Sahel, Middle
East, and Southeast Asia has led to a wave of insurgent violence. If practitioners better
understood where local mistrust was higher, they could better develop targeted approaches
to assure local populations and receive quality tips. Further, improvements to resource
27

acquisition times and knowledge transfer could ensure continuity of operations and access to
quality intelligence.
For scholars, this research advances academic debates about the effect of uncertainty on
COIN effectiveness and organizational learning. It provides a more fine-grained analysis of
why insurgent violence can persist in some areas, but not others. It also highlights how an
insurgent’s capacity to adapt can impede learning efforts. Future research may further
explore how other proxy measures for information quality impact insurgent violence or
under what conditions security forces can effectively learn in poor information environments.
Understanding the effect of poor legibility on insurgent violence is key to improve prospects
for stability and peace.
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